FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

23Zero

Side Pull Out Awning 2 x 2.5m
$249.95 $199.90

Details

Specifications

You'll never need to seek out shelter on a sunny day with the
durable and convenient 2 x 2.5m Awning from 23ZERO
attached to your vehicle. Perfect for extra shade when
watching sport, going camping, heading out for a day at the
beach or eating a picnic lunch - this high-performance awning
won't let you down out in the field. It's constructed from mould
treated tough polycotton ripstop canvas, with a waterhead
rating of 2000mm for protection. This canvas is also made to
maximise UV blockout and direct sunlight, so it's ideal for
rugged Australian conditions. This 2.0 x 2.5m awning has a
twin channel alloy profile which allows you to securely pack
away the poles and features end caps to cover any sharp
edges. It also has a 600gsm laminated PVC transit cover with
a self-repairing No.10 coil zip to prevent it getting jammed,
and to protect it from the elements. When you want reliable
and portable shade for your vehicle, the 2.0 x 2.5 Awning
from 23ZERO won't let you down. Mould treated proofed
polycotton ripstop canvas 2000mm waterhead rating
Designed to maximise UV blockout and direct sunlight
600gsm laminated PVC transit cover for protection Built with
a twin channel alloy profiles for pack away Alloy profiles are
finished with end capsComes with a mounting kit that
includes: 2 x L mounting brackets, 4 x 40mm M8 Nuts/bolts,
4 x 20mm M6 nuts/bolts, 2 guy ropes and 2 pegsAvailable in
a larger size 2.5 x 2.5m

Snowys Code:

144892

Supplier Code:

230AWN20

External Dimensions:

200L x 250W cm

Packed Dimensions:

212L x 13W x 10H cm

Material:

400 gsm Mould Treated Proofed
Poly/Cotton Ripstop Canvas | 600gsm
Laminated PVC Transit Cover

Frame Material:

Alloy

Waterproof:

2000 mm

Weight:

10 Kg

Warranty:

1 Year

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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